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Adaptive Control
and the NASA X-15-3
Flight Revisited

NASA DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER (NASA-DFRC)

LESSONS LEARNED AND
LYAPUNOV-STABILITY-BASED DESIGN

D

ecades after the first hypersonic vehicles pushed sion, hypersonic stability, and control, as well as supportthe boundaries of aerospace technology and re- ing technologies that enabled the design and operation of
search, high-performance aircraft continue to subsequent aircraft and spacecraft. This article examines
be the subject of considerable research interest. the role of control in NASA’s X-15 program and, in particuA new generation of hypersonic vehicles offers lar, the X-15-3, which used adaptive control. The X-15 aircraft is depicted in Figure 1.
a far more effective way of launchControl of hypersonic vehicles is
ing small satellites or other vehicles
ZACHARY T. DYDEK,
challenging due to the changes in
into low-Earth orbit than expendable
ANURADHA M. ANNASWAMY,
the aircraft dynamics as the maneurockets. Additionally, these aircraft
and EUGENE LAVRETSKY
ver takes the aircraft over large
facilitate quick response and global
flight envelopes. Three hypersonic
strike capabilities. High-performance
missions involving the X-15 in the 1950s and 1960s and the planes, the X-15-1, X-15-2, and X-15-3, were flown as a
X-43A in the 2000s pushed the boundaries of aircraft speed part of the NASA X-15 program. The X-15-1 and X-15-2
and altitude, setting world records. These aircraft also were equipped with a fixed-gain stability augmentation
served as platforms for cutting-edge research in propul- system. In contrast, the X-15-3 was one of the earliest aircraft to feature an adaptive control scheme. The HoneyDigital Object Identifier 10.1109/MCS.2010.936292
well MH-96 self-adaptive controller adjusted control
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parameters online to enforce performance of
the aircraft throughout the flight envelope.
Preliminary design work for the X-15 started
in 1955, and the program recorded nearly 200
successful flights from 1959 to 1968. The program is largely considered to be one of NASA’s
most successful, despite the fatal accident that
occurred on November 15, 1967 with the X-15-3.
According to [1], the events that led to the accident are as follows. Shortly after the aircraft
reached its peak altitude, the X-15-3 began a
sharp descent, and the aircraft entered a Mach FIGURE 1 The USAF X-15 aircraft in flight. The X-15 program recorded nearly
5 spin. Although the pilot recovered from the 200 successful flights from 1959 to 1968 and set numerous records for manned
spin, the adaptive controller began a limit cycle aircraft, including maximum altitude and maximum velocity. The wingspan of the
X-15 is approximately 22 feet, and the length from tip to tail is approximately 50
oscillation, which prevented it from reducing feet. The X-15 aircraft is powered by an XLR-99 rocket engine, which generates
the pitch gain to the appropriate level. Conse- up to 57,000 lb of force. The aircraft has 3 main control surfaces, namely, a
quently, the pilot was unable to pitch up, and combined pitch/roll elevon on each wing as well as a large rudder. (Photo courthe aircraft continued to dive. Encountering tesy of NASA Dryden Historical Aircraft Photo Collection.)
rapidly increasing dynamic pressures, the
data from various sources. Additionally, parametric uncerX-15-3 broke apart about 65,000 feet above sea level.
The field of adaptive control began with the motivation tainty and nonlinearity in the form of actuator saturation
that a controller that can adjust its parameters online could are included. The GMS-LS adaptive controller [2], [5], [7] is
generate improved performance over a fixed-parameter coun- designed using this aircraft model. A digital version of the
terpart. Subsequently, sobering lessons of tradeoffs between MH-96 adaptive controller is also synthesized based on the
stability and performance directed the evolution of the field descriptions in [40]–[44], which we denote as the recontoward the design, analysis, and synthesis of stable adaptive structed MH-96. With this aircraft model, we compare the
systems. Various adaptive control methods have been devel- MH-96 and the GMS-LS adaptive controller in the context
oped for controlling linear and nonlinear dynamic systems of the reported accident of the X-15-3.
with parametric and dynamic uncertainties [2]–[35].
With the benefit of hindsight and subsequent research, THE MH-96 ADAPTIVE
we revisit the events of 1967 by examining “how and what CONTROLLER AND THE 1967 INCIDENT
if” scenarios. Keeping in mind the lessons learned from the The design intent for the MH-96 adaptive controller was to
X-15 and additional programs [27], [36]–[38], we pose the achieve a high level of performance throughout the flight
question “What if we were to design an adaptive flight envelope. Toward that end, it was observed [41] that the forcontrol system for the X-15-3 today?” To answer this ward loop gain would need to be kept as high as possible
question, we analyze the X-15-3 aircraft dynamics and the while maintaining stability at all times. Since the X-15 airHoneywell MH-96 adaptive controller in an effort to better craft moves rapidly between operating conditions during
understand how the sequence of events and the interplay the course of its maneuvers, rapid changes in the controller
between the controller and the aircraft dynamics might gains are required. Therefore, a control design that continuhave led to the instability and resulting crash. We follow this ally adjusts these gains is desired. To accomplish this behavdiscussion with a depiction of a Lyapunov-stability-based ior, the system maintains a limit cycle oscillation at the
adaptive controller that incorporates gain scheduling and natural frequency of the servoactuator loop. When the ampliaccommodates actuator magnitude saturation, which we tude of this limit cycle becomes large, the gains are reduced
denote as the gain-scheduled, magnitude-saturation-accom- to maintain stability. Otherwise, the gains are increased. In
modating, Lyapunov-stability-based (GMS-LS) adaptive con- this manner, the gains are to be kept as high as possible
troller. We then present results that might accrue if the GMS-LS while maintaining system stability throughout the entire
adaptive control strategy were to be adopted for the X-15-3.
flight envelope. In practice, due to the nature of the gain
The original MH-96 controller consisted of analog elec- adjustment laws, the gain value often lagged behind the
trical modules and mechanical linkages. This control system ideal setting [40]. Despite this issue, the pilot satisfaction ratwas designed and tested using a fixed-base flight simulator, ings for the MH-96 controller were equal to or higher than
which included hardware components as well as a bank of those of their linear counterparts, which employed a stananalog computers to simulate the nonlinear X-15 aircraft dard stability augmentation system with pilot-selectable
dynamics [39]. To evaluate the MH-96 and GMS-LS adap- gains [45]. The improved performance was especially noticetive controllers, a digital version of the nonlinear six-degree- able during re-entry, when changes in the flight condition
of-freedom aircraft model is formulated using aerodynamic were most dramatic [40], [44], [46]. In addition to the
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#
f 5 p 1 qsin ftan u 1 r cos f tan u,
#
u 5 qcos f 2 rsin f,
#
c 5 ( qsin f 1 rcos f ) sec u,

performance advantages, the adaptive controller requires no
external gain scheduling and therefore could be designed
and implemented quickly and efficiently.

(7)
(8)
(9)

Modeling the X-15
The X-15 aircraft simulation model consists of the equations
of motion, aerodynamics, actuator dynamics, actuator saturation, and sensor dynamics. These five subsystems are
shown in Figure 2. The overall control architecture, also
shown in Figure 2, includes multiple feedback loops. Each
subsystem is described in detail below.

Equations of Motion
The conservation and kinematic equations describe the
evolution of the aircraft velocities U, V, and W in the bodyfixed frame; the roll, pitch, and yaw rates p, q, and r in the
body-fixed frame; as well as the Euler angles f, u, and c
[47]. These equations are given by
#
X
U 5 g 2 gsin u 2 qW 1 rV,
w
#
Y
V 5 g 1 gcos usin f 2 rU 1 pW,
w
#
Z
W 5 g 1 gcos ucos f 1 qU 2 pV,
w
# Izz
p 5 3 L 1 Ixzpq 2 ( Izz 2 Iyy ) qr 4
ID
Ixz
1 3 N 2 Ixzqr 2 ( Iyy 2 Ixx ) pq 4 ,
ID
1
#
q 5 3 M 2 ( Ixx 2 Izz ) pr 2 Ixz ( p2 2 r2 ) 4 ,
Iyy
# Ixz
r 5 3 L 1 Ixzpq 2 ( Izz 2 Iyy ) qr 4
ID
Ixx
1 3 N 2 Ixzqr 2 ( Iyy 2 Ixx ) pq 4 ,
ID

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

Σ

Actuator
Saturation

#
x 5 Ucos u cos c 1 V (2cos f sin c 1 sin f sin u cos c )
1 W ( sin fsin c 1 cos f sin ucos c ) ,
(10)
#
y 5 Ucos usin c 1 V ( cos f cos c 1 sin f sin usin c )
1 W (2sin f cos c 1 cosf sin u sin c ) ,
(11)
#
h 5 U sin u 2 Vsin f cos u 2 Wcos f cos u,
(12)
determine x and y, the positions of the aircraft in the north
and east directions, respectively, as well as the altitude h.
It is convenient to replace the body-fixed velocities with
the true airspeed VT, the angle of attack a, and the sideslip
angle b. Since the X-15 is a hypersonic aircraft, the windand gust-induced effects are negligible. We can therefore
calculate true airspeed, angle of attack, and sideslip angle
from the body-fixed velocities as
VT 5 ( U 2 1 V 2 1 W 2 ) 1/2,
W
tana 5 ,
U
V
sin b 5 .
VT

(6)

(13)
(14)
(15)

Using (13)–(15), the aircraft dynamics are written in terms
of the state vector

Aircraft Model
Aircraft
Dynamics

where I D 5 I xxI zz 2 I 2xz. X, Y, and Z are the aerodynamic
forces on the aircraft in the body-fixed x2, y2, and z2
axes, and L, M, and N are the aerodynamic moments about
the x2, y2, and z2axes. The values of the aircraft weight
w, the moments of inertia Ixx, Iyy, and Izz, as well as the
product of inertia Ixz can be found in Table 1.
In addition to the conservation and kinematic equations
(1)–(9), the navigation equations

X t 5 3 V T a b p q r f u c x y h 4 T.

Equations
of Motion

(16)

Sensor
Dynamics
X-15
Aerodynamics
Inner Loop
Control
Pilot
Model

FIGURE 2 The six-degree-of-freedom X-15 aircraft model. The aircraft model is comprised of several subsystems, some of which
are specific to the X-15 platform. The multiloop control structure
consists of an inner-loop controller for the fast longitudinal and
lateral dynamics as well as a pilot model for the slow states such
as altitude and speed.
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TABLE 1 Simulation parameter values. These parameters
describe the physical properties of the simulated X-15-3
aircraft, as well as the reconstructed MH-96 and pilot model.
S
bref

200 ft2
22.36 ft

ka
kd1

1
–0.5

kr0
kr1

Cref

10.27 ft

kd 2

0.2

kr2

1.0

W

15,560 lb

kp0

0.05

Ixx

3650 slug-ft2

kp1
2

–0.05
0.1

Kpv

40.2

–0.1

Kph

720

Iyy

80,000 slug-ft

kp2

–1.0

KIv

10

Izz

82,000 slug-ft2

kq0

–0.1

KIh

2.18

Ixz

490 slug-ft2

kq1

0.1

KDv

1030

kset

0.2

kq2

1.0

KDh

2970

With the benefit of hindsight and subsequent research, we revisit the
events of 1967 by examining “how and what if” scenarios.
Aerodynamics
The aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the aircraft can be expressed in terms of the nondimensional force
and moment coefficients through multiplication by a
dimensionalizing factor and, in the case of the forces, a
transformation from wind to body axes [48]. The forces and
moments are therefore given by

With the control inputs in (21), the force and moment
coefficients in (17) and (18) are generated as
CL 5 CLwb 1 CLd de,

(22)

e

CD 5 CDwb 1 CDd de 1 CDd dsb,
e

(23)

sb

bref
bref
# bref
1 CYrr
1 CYb# b
CY 5CYb b1 CYpp
1CYd da 1 CYd d r,
2VT
2VT
2VT
ä

X
cos a
£ Y § 5 qS £ 0
Z
sin a

2sin a 2CD
0 § £ CY § ,
cos a
2CL

0
1
0

bref Cl
L
£ M § 5 qS £ cref Cm § ,
bref Cn
N

(24)
(17)

(18)

where q is the dynamic pressure; CL, CY, and CD are the
lift, side-force, and drag coefficients respectively; and Cl,
Cm, and Cn are the roll, pitch, and yaw moment coefficients. The values of the aircraft parameters such as the
wingspan bref, the mean aerodynamic chord cref, and the
wing surface area S are given in Table 1. The nondimensional force coefficients CL, CY, CD, and moment coefficients Cl, Cm, Cn, are functions of the control inputs as well
as the aircraft state.
The X-15 has four main control inputs, the throttle dth
to the XLR-99 rocket engine, the deflections df1 and df2 of
the combined pitch/roll control surfaces (called elevons)
on each wing, and the deflection dr of the large rudder.
The X-15 is also equipped with speed brakes, which
extend from the upper section of the rudder. Due to their
position on the aircraft, these surfaces not only increase
drag but also add a positive pitching moment. The speed
brakes are modeled as the control input dsb, which can be
either engaged or disengaged by the pilot but not by the
onboard controller.
The elevon can be transformed into equivalent aileron
and elevator deflections as
de 5
da 5

df1 1 df2
2
df1 2 df2
2

,

(19)

.

(20)

For control, it is convenient to work with de and da in
place of df1 and df2. We can now write the system control
vector as
Ut 5 3 dth de da dr 4 T.

r

Cl 5 Clb b 1 Clp p

bref
bref
# bref
1 Clrr
1 Clb# b
1 Cld d a 1 Cld d r,
2VT
2VT
2VT
a

cref
# cref
1 Cma# a
1 Cmd de 1 Cmd dsb,
Cm 5 Cmwb 1 Cmqq
2VT
2VT
e

Cn 5 Cn b b 1 Cnp p

sb

(25)
(26)

bref
bref
# bref
1 Cnrr
1 Cnb# b
1 Cnd da 1 Cnd dr.
2VT
2VT
2VT
(27)
a

r

With the exception of CLwb, CDwb, and Cmwb, which are the
contributions of the wing and body to the lift, drag, and
pitching moment, respectively, each coefficient in (22)–
(27) is a nondimensional derivative, where Cyx denotes
the derivative of Cy with respect to x. As the simulated
X-15 moves through its flight envelope, these coefficients vary substantially with the angle of attack a as
well as with the Mach number M. To capture this variation, lookup tables are used for each of the nondimensional coefficients as functions of M and a. The data for
these tables are extracted from recorded flight data
[49]–[51], wind tunnel measurements [51]–[53], and
theoretical calculations [51], [53]. Equations (1)–(27)
completely describe the open-loop dynamics of the simulated X-15.
Parametric uncertainty is included in the simulation
model by adjusting the aircraft parameters in (1)–(9) and
(17)–(18) as well as scaling the nondimensional coefficients
in (22)–(27). One of the factors that caused the 1967 crash
was an electrical disturbance that degraded the controls
[39]. That is, the stick deflection produced less-thanexpected control forces and moments, meaning the pilot
had to move the stick farther to achieve the desired
response. We can include this type of uncertainty in the
model by scaling the nondimensional coefficients in (22)–
(27) that precede the control surface deflections de, da, and
dr. For example, a 60% loss of rudder effectiveness can be
modeled by scaling CYd , Cld , and Cnd by 0.4. This uncertainty is equivalent to scaling the value of dr; the rudder
r

(21)

r
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would have to move 2.5 times as far to generate the same
forces and moments.

Actuators and Sensors
The aerodynamic control surface deflections on the X-15
aircraft are executed by hydraulic actuators. The dynamics
of these actuators are modeled as second-order systems
with transfer functions
Gcs ( s ) 5

v 2n
s 2 1 2zv n 1 v 2n

,

(28)

where the damping ratio is z 5 0.7 and the natural frequency is v n 5 90 rad/s for the elevons and v n 5 70 rad/s
for the rudder. The actuator deflection limits are taken to be
630° for both the elevons and rudder.
As the X-15 climbs, the aerodynamic control surfaces
become unable to provide controllability for the aircraft.
Reaction controls in the form of small, monopropellant
rockets are thus used to provide the necessary moments
around each axis. These reaction controls are effective when
the dynamic pressure decreases below 100 lb/ft 2 [54]. For
the X-15 that level of dynamic pressure typically corresponds to altitudes greater than 125,000 ft. In this region, the
actuator dynamics are modeled by the first-order system
Grc ( s ) 5

1
,
trc s 1 1

(29)

with the time constant trc 5 1/34.6 s [55].
During flight, the aircraft angular rates p, q, and r are
measured by rate gyroscopes. The angle of attack a and the
sideslip angle b are measured by a spherical flow-direction
sensor. This sensor uses the differential pressure measurements from several pressure ports on a sphere mounted to
the tip of the aircraft to determine the direction of the
hypersonic flow. The dynamics of these sensors are
neglected for simulation.
The simulation model does not include aerodynamic
effects due to unsteady flow at the shear layer, vortex
shedding, hypersonic shock, and turbulence. The contributions of these nonlinearities are ignored because of
their small magnitude relative to the nonlinearities due to
inertial, gravitational, and aerodynamic forces and
moments. We ignore parameter variations in this model
besides those due to loss of actuator effectiveness. Actuator nonlinearities due to hysteresis and rate saturation are
also not included in the model. Although these nonlinearities were found to be problematic during re-entry, the
anomalous behavior and the instability of the X-15-3
during the 1967 crash occurred during the climbing phase,
and therefore the re-entry phase is not examined in this
article. Another uncertainty not included in the model is
flexible aircraft effects, such as structural modes and
resulting vibrations, which may be a significant problem
for hypersonic aircraft [28], [29], [56]. In fact, the X-15-3
36 IEEE CONTROL SYSTEMS MAGAZINE
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required a notch filter in the control loop to avoid exciting
structural resonances. However, unlike the saturation
nonlinearity, excessive structural resonance was not
known to cause instability and was not implicated in the
1967 crash [40], [41]. For these reasons, neither structural
modes nor the notch filter are included in the model.
Finally, “unknown unknowns” are not included in the
model since their structure is not determinable. The purpose of delineating the known unknowns described above
is to chip away the effects that are known to contribute to
flight dynamics to minimize the remaining unmodeled
effects. In summary, the goal of this section is not to determine an exact model of the X-15 but rather to create a tool
that captures enough of the relevant dynamics with
respect to the X-15-3 flight to make comparisons between
the MH-96 and GMS-LS adaptive controllers.

The Feedback Controller
The control architecture is composed of an inner loop
and a pilot model. The inner-loop controller operates on
the quickly varying states, which evolve according to the
aircraft longitudinal and lateral dynamics. The pilot
model operates on the slowly varying states such as altitude and speed. The primary goal of the pilot model is to
ensure that the aircraft follow the commanded altitude
and speed profiles. The inner-loop controller is a reconstruction of the MH-96 adaptive controller [40]–[43],
with three loops, one for each of the pitch, roll, and yaw
axes. Figure 3(a) shows a block diagram of the pitch axis
of the MH-96 [41], which is a slightly simplified representation of the MH-96 as equipped on the X-15-3. Figure
3(b) presents the block diagram of the reconstructed
MH-96 controller.
A more detailed configuration of the MH-96 controller is
given in [43]. The additional details addressed in [43] that
are not shown in Figure 3 pertain to autopilot, fixed-gain,
and reaction control blocks. The autopilot allowed the pilot
to dial in desired values of a or u. This feature is not part of
the reconstructed MH-96 but is included in the pilot model.
The fixed-gain loop was a fail-safe mode of operation that
could be utilized in place of the adaptive system. This mode
was not used during the 1967 crash and thus is not included
in the simulation model. The reaction control system blends
the transition from aerodynamic control surfaces to reaction
controls at the edge of space. We assume that this blending
is perfect, and thus the pilot retains control authority over
the entire flight envelope.
The MH-96’s target model of the X-15 is given by
Gm ( s ) 5

1
,
tms 1 1

(30)

where tm 5 0.5 s in the pitch axis and tm 5 0.33 s in the roll
axis [40]. For the yaw axis, Gm ( s ) is taken to be zero, that is,
the model yaw rate rm ; 0 rad/s. The error between the
model angular rates pm, qm, and rm and the measured rates

p, q, and r is fed back through the variable gains kp, kq, and
kr, respectively. The gain changes are initiated based on the
amplitude of the limit cycle at the natural frequency of the
servoactuator loop. A bandpass filter is used to isolate the
oscillations at this frequency. The absolute value of the
resulting bandpassed signal dadf is then compared to a constant setpoint kset to obtain the gain computer input y
defined by
y 5 kset 2 |dadf|,

(31)

The pilot model is designed to operate on a slower time
scale than the inner-loop controller. The inputs to the pilot
model are u 5 3 VT h 4 T as well as the commanded trajectory
as a function of time
ucmd ( t ) 5 c

VTcmd ( t )
d.
hcmd ( t )

(33)

The commanded trajectory is extracted from [57] as a
typical high-altitude mission. The output of the pilot model
is the reference control signal dc 5 3 dth de 4 T. For these simulations the pilot is modeled as a proportional-integralderivative controller with the transfer function

where kset is the threshold between acceptable and unacceptable
oscillations.
KD s
KI
To reproduce the behavior of the MH-96, an algorithm
Gc ( s ) 5 K P 1 1 1
(34)
,
s
Ns 1 1
for adjusting the gains kp, kq, and kr is determined so that
the amplitude and rate of change of the gains are bounded with KP 5 diag ( KPV, KPh ) , KI 5 diag ( KIV, KIh ) , and KD 5
above and below. The amplitude bounds, which ensure diag ( KDV, KDh ) . The gains for both the speed and altitude
that structural feedback is minimized, are specified in [40] loops are selected using the Ziegler-Nichols ultimate sensiand [41]. The rate bounds are chosen such that the gains tivity method [58]. The pilot’s role is therefore modeled in
can be reduced rapidly from large values that might trigger the simulation studies below as a servo for tracking in the
instabilities and slowly increased so
that the gains stay near critical values.
The above considerations lead to the
Electrical
Mechanical
Integrating
rule for adjusting kq given by
Feedback

–

0,
#
kqd1 ,
kq 5 µ
kqd2 ,
kq0 y,

if kq # kq1 or kq $ kq2,
if kq0 y # kqd1,
(32)
if kq0 y $ kd2,
otherwise,

where kq0 is the adaptation rate, kq1 and
kq2 are the amplitude bounds, and kqd1
and kqd2 are the rate of change bounds.
A similar rule is used to adjust kp and
kr. The values of these constants, as
well as corresponding constants for
the roll and yaw loops, are given in
Table 1.
Equation (32) ensures that, if the
bandpassed control signals are smaller
than the setpoint, then the gain computer increases the forward loop gain.
Conversely, when the signals become
large, signaling the onset of instability,
the forward loop gain is decreased.
Typical time profiles of these variable
gains for the yaw loop are displayed in
Figure 4(a) and (b), which show the
time profiles for the MH-96 controller
[40] along with the reconstructed
MH-96 controller as shown in Figure
3(b), respectively. The gain adjustments for the pitch and roll loops
behave similarly.

+

Notch
Filter

Gyro

+
–

Amplifier

+

Servo

Surface
Actuator

Gain
Computer

α/θ hold
Stick

Variable + +
Gain

+

+
–
Reference
+

Model

Rectifier

Bandpass

(a)

1
s
q

+

+

–
qm
δ ce

Desired
Dynamics

qe

δ ca

Roll Axis

–
kq

+ +

Adaptive
Law
y
u
+ +
–
kset

δa

ka

δad

δ cr

δr

Yaw Axis
u

+

Gf (s)

δe

δce

Gain Computer

Pitch Axis
(b)
FIGURE 3 Schematic of the inner-loop control architecture. These block diagrams represent the pitch axis control of (a) the original MH-96 controller (reproduced from [41]) and
(b) the reconstructed MH-96 controller. The control loops for roll and yaw have the same
structure. The inner-loop controller used in the simulation captures all of the essential
elements of the MH-96 inner-loop controller.
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Critical Level
Kr

δr
t
(a)

viii) The MH-96 begins a limit cycle oscillation in pitch,
preventing further recovery techniques.
ix) The X-15-3 experiences 15 g’s vertically, 8 g’s laterally, and the aircraft breaks apart.
Equations (1)–(27), which describe the X-15 dynamics,
and the multiloop control architecture with the adaptive
algorithm in (32) are simulated to represent the overall
flight control system and the flight dynamics of the X-15-3.
Table 1 lists all of the parameter values that are used. The
pilot is assumed to engage the speed brakes during the
final stages of the descent, that is,

Kr

d sb 5 e

δr
t
(b)
FIGURE 4 Gain changer operation. These plots display the typical
gain changer performance and control surface activity for (a) the
original MH-96 adaptive controller (reproduced from [40]) and (b)
the reconstructed MH-96 controller. The gain changer increases
the system gain until the critical level is reached, causing instability and oscillations in the control signal. When the oscillations
become excessive, the system gain is reduced.

longitudinal states, whereas the failure mode during the
1967 crash, at least initially, involved a lateral instability that
was not corrected. In a more complete examination of pilotairplane interactions, such as [59], the pilot model could be
constructed using the structure of the neuromuscular and
central nervous system, and fit to empirical data [60], [61].
Such an exploration is beyond the scope of this article.

THE 1967 INCIDENT
With the X-15 simulation model and the reconstructed
MH-96 controller in place, we now investigate the X-15-3
accident. Using the transcript of radio communication
between the pilot and ground control [1], as well as limited
flight data [44], the order of the events that occurred during
the crash can be listed as follows:
i) At 85,000 ft, electrical disturbance slightly degrades
control and the pilot switches to backup dampers.
ii) Planned wing rocking procedure is excessive.
iii) The X-15-3 begins a slow drift in heading.
iv) At the peak altitude, 266,000 ft, drift in heading
pauses with airplane yawed 15° to the right of the
desired heading.
v) Drift continues, and the plane begins descending
at a right angle to the flight path.
vi) The X-15-3 enters a spin.
vii) At 118,000 ft, the pilot recovers from the spin and
enters inverted Mach-4.7 dive.
38 IEEE CONTROL SYSTEMS MAGAZINE
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1,
0,

if 350 # t # 400,
otherwise.

(35)

The system is simulated for a nominal set of conditions,
and the tracking performance is shown in Figure 5(a)–(d).
The altitude tracking error is less than 1% of the maximum
altitude, and the speed tracking error is less than 3% of the
maximum speed. This performance corresponds to a successful high-altitude mission.
We now attempt to recreate the conditions of the 1967
crash. The failure mode during that flight was a combination of the loss of control effectiveness caused by the
electrical disturbance and pilot distraction, confusion, and
possible vertigo [39]. We do not attempt to model the
pilot’s actions during this high-stress event. Instead, we
aim to determine a possible set of control failures, which,
when included in the simulation model, display the anomalous behavior described in events ii)–ix). The drift in
heading, event iii), suggests that some asymmetry had
arisen in the controls. We found that including the scaling
factor of 0.2 on the signal df1 in the simulated X-15-3 produced the instability described by events iii)–vi). This situation corresponds to an 80% loss of control effectiveness
in the right elevon.
As shown in Figure 6, the tracking performance begins
to degrade soon after the failure at t 5 80 s. It is not until
approximately 120 s later, as the simulated X-15-3 nears its
peak altitude, that the aircraft makes a dramatic departure
from the commanded trajectory. The simulation is stopped
at t 5 385 s when the altitude reaches 0 ft; however, the
accuracy of the model most likely breaks down earlier, perhaps soon after the dive is initiated at a time between
t 5 250 s and t 5 300 s.
Examination of the aircraft states reveals additional similarities between the simulation and events i)–ix). The first
of these similarities is event iii), a steady drift in heading
angle c, which can be attributed to the asymmetry of the
control failure. Figure 7(a) shows that this drift is initiated
at the onset of the disturbance and that the drift oscillates
around 15° between t 5 120 s and t 5 200 s as described in
event iv). This drift is followed by a rapid downward spiral
as shown in Figure 7(b) for t 5 180 s and onward. We also
observe event viii), the undamped oscillation in the limit

cycle amplitude, which prevents the adaptive controller
from reducing the variable gain on the pitch axis (see
Figure 8). It was therefore difficult or impossible for the
pilot to pitch up the aircraft and recover from the dive.
Lastly, we see the large accelerations in both the lateral and
vertical directions (see Figure 9), which ultimately caused
the X-15-3 to break apart, corresponding to event ix).
Some of the events reported in [1] are not reproduced.
For example, the planned wing rocking maneuver in event
ii) is not excessive in the simulation. The most likely reason
for this discrepancy is that the pilot’s commands were
excessive, as suggested in [39], due to the pilot’s increased
workload or vertigo. Additionally, figures 6(a) and 7 show
that the aircraft does not recover from the spin as described
in event vii). This difference is most likely due to the fact
that the pilot employed spin recovery techniques that
are beyond the scope and capability of the pilot model

3.5

described in (34). With the exception of these two events, all
the events i)–ix) of the crash are observed in the simulation.
In summary, a sudden change in actuator effectiveness,
which could have been caused by the electrical disturbance,
causes the dynamics to depart significantly from those represented in the model and therefore in the control design.
As a result, the control gain choices, despite the flexibility
provided by the adaptive feature, are inadequate, causing
the overall control system to be unable to recover from the
onset of instability leading up to the crash.

LYAPUNOV-STABILITY-BASED
ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER
The Lyapunov-based controller used in the following simulation studies is adaptive; explicitly compensates for
parametric uncertainties, actuator dynamics, and actuator
saturation; and, like all controllers, implicitly accommodates
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FIGURE 5 Tracking performance of the simulated X-15-3 with the reconstructed MH-96 controller in the nominal case. The altitude error is less
than 1% of the maximum altitude achieved. The speed error is less than 3% of the maximum speed. The reconstructed MH-96 can stabilize the
aircraft and complete maneuvers that are comparable to the original controller. (a) Altitude, (b) speed, (c) altitude error, and (d) speed error.
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FIGURE 6 Tracking performance of the simulated X-15-3 with the reconstructed MH-96 controller in the failure case. An 80% loss of
control effectiveness of the right elevon occurs at t 5 80 s. Initially the altitude and speed tracking performance degrades only slightly,
with tracking errors remaining below 1% and 6%, respectively. However, the system departs dramatically from the commanded trajectory at t 5 200 s. According to [1], the actual X-15 began its dive between t 5 180 s and t 5 210 s. (a) Altitude, (b) speed, (c) altitude
error, and (d) speed error.
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simulated X-15-3 reaches its peak altitude. (b) shows that the roll rate becomes excessive as the simulated X-15-3 enters the dive,
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FIGURE 9 Accelerations experienced by the simulated X-15-3 in
the failure case. ax, ay, and az represent acceleration in the bodyfixed x -, y -, and z -axes, respectively. This plot shows the excessive acceleration experienced by the simulated X-15-3. As reported
in [1], the aircraft experienced around 8 g’s laterally and 15 g’s
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FIGURE 8 Limit cycles in the reconstructed MH-96 pitch gain loop.
(a) shows the input to the adaptive gain computer over time. The
forward loop gain is reduced when this input signal becomes
larger than the setpoint. (b) displays a blowup of the signal between
t 5 250 s and t 5 275 s, showing the existence of undamped oscillations, which prevent the gain changer from correctly adjusting
the gain.

some amount of unmodeled dynamics, time delays, nonlinearities, and additional “unknown unknowns” [2], [3], [14],
[16]–[21], [30].
In the following simulation studies, the reconstructed
MH-96 controller is replaced with the GMS-LS adaptive
controller, and the same maneuver is simulated. The overall
block diagram of the GMS-LS adaptive control architecture
is shown in Figure 10. This architecture consists of a baseline inner-loop controller, which is augmented with an
inner-loop adaptive controller to compensate for the fast
states, as well as the pilot model described by (34) to control
the slow states of airspeed and altitude. The inner-loop
baseline and adaptive controllers are discussed in more
detail below.

The GMS-LS adaptive controller accommodates coupling
between states, actuator saturation, and parametric uncertainties. In addition to the angular rate feedback used by the
MH-96 controller, this architecture uses feedback of the
alpha and beta states measured by the spherical flowdirection sensor, integral action, baseline control action, and
online adjustment of several parameters. While the MH-96
controller has three variable gains, one for each axis, the
GMS-LS adaptive controller has 21 adaptive parameters
corresponding to all combinations of states and axes. The
procedure for designing the baseline and adaptive control
components is discussed in this section. An examination of
the performance of this controller and its ability to guarantee stable behavior in the presence of actuator uncertainties
is also discussed here.

Baseline Controller
The baseline controller is a linear-quadratic-regulator (LQR)
full-state-feedback controller that includes integral action
on the fast aircraft states. A schedule of LQ gain matrices is
designed by linearizing the flight dynamics
#
Xt 5 fp ( Xt, Ut ) ,

(36)

at multiple trim points (Xti, Uti ) selected to sample the flight
regime of interest.
Although the X-15-3 measures all the fast states
Xf 5 3 a b p q r 4 T, only the roll, pitch, and yaw rates p, q,
and r are fed back by the MH-96 controller. The GMS-LS
adaptive controller uses feedback of a and b in addition to
JUNE 2010
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The nominal baseline LQ controller
is then designed in the form
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−
+
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where x 5 3 xTp xTc 4 T, and Kxi denotes
the nominal feedback gain matrix
designed for the dynamics given by
(37) and (41) around the ith trim
point and chosen to minimize the
cost function

e

Lateral
States
Fast States
Fast States
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Control

`

e

J 5 3 ( x TQlqr x 1 d TnomRlqrd nom ) dt.

Slow States

0

FIGURE 10 Overall control structure of the gain-scheduled, magnitude-saturationaccommodating, Lyapunov-stability-based (GMS-LS) adaptive controller. The baseline
controller (composed of the baseline control and integral control subsystems) is augmented
by the adaptive control. The adaptive controller operates on the error between the aircraft
plant and the reference model. Both the adaptive and baseline controllers operate on the
fast longitudinal and lateral states, while the pilot model operates on only the slow states.

p, q, and r. The fast states Xf and the corresponding control
inputs Uf 5 3 de da dr 4 T can be extracted from the state
vector Xt and the control vector Ut leading to the linearized flight dynamics
#
xp 5 Apixp 1 Bpid 1 dpi,

(37)

(43)

The matrix Qlqr is diagonal with
diagonal entries [10 10 100 5000 100 10
10] and Rlqr 5 I3. A schedule of nominal LQ gain matrices is thus constructed for the baseline controller.

Adaptive Controller
The goal of the adaptive controller is to accommodate
uncertainties that occur due to actuator anomalies. A parametric uncertainty matrix L, which represents loss of control effectiveness, and a known saturation nonlinearity are
incorporated in the linearized dynamics (37) as
#
xp 5 Apixp 1 BpiLsat ( d ) 1 dpi,

where
#
'Xf
,
A pi 5
`
'Xf Xf , Uf
i

i

(42)

#
'Xf
Bp i 5
,
`
'Uf Xf , Uf
i

(38)

i

xp 5 Xf 2 Xfi [ Rn, d 5 Uf 2 Ufi [ Rm, and dpi [ R is a constant trim disturbance. The baseline controller is designed
using the parameters given by (38).
To overcome the drift in the lateral dynamics due to the
trim disturbance, an integral controller is added for the
system controlled output yp given as
y p 5 Cp x p 5 3 p r 4 .

(39)

(44)

where the saturation function sat ( d ) is defined componentwise for each component of d as
sat ( dj ) 5 e

dj
djmaxsgn ( dj )

if |dj| # djmax,
if |dj| . djmax,

(45)

where dj is the jth component of d and djmax are the known
input saturation limits. The augmented plant dynamics are
therefore given by
#
xp
Ap
c# d5c i
xc
Bc

dp
0 xp
Bp
d c d 1 c i d Lsat ( d ) 1 c i d ,
Ac x c
0
0

(46)

We then write the integral error state xc as
or, equivalently,

t

xc ( t ) 5 3 3 yp ( t ) 2 ycmd ( t )4 dt,

(40)

0

where ycmd ( t ) is a bounded, time-varying reference command. With the exception of the wing-rocking maneuver
described in event ii), the reference command corresponding to the 1967 flight is ycmd ( t ) 5 3 0 0 4 . That is, the lateral
control problem is a regulation problem. We write the
dynamics of the integral error state as
#
x c 5 A c x c 1 Bc x p .
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(41)

#
x 5 Aix 1 BiLu 1 di,

(47)

where u 5 sat ( d ) . The overall dynamics given by (47) are
used for the adaptive control design.
To ensure safe adaptation, target dynamics are specified
for the adaptive controller using a reference model. This
model is selected using the baseline controller and the plant
dynamics with no actuator uncertainties. Thus, the main
goal of the adaptive controller is to recover and maintain

baseline closed-loop system performance in the presence of
the uncertainty modeled by L. The reference model is
defined as
#
xref 5 ( Ai 1 BiKxi ) xref 1 Bidc 5 Arefixref 1 Brefidc.

(48)

Using (47) and (48), an adaptive control input is generated as
dad 5 u Tx ( t ) x 1 u d ( t ) 5 UT ( t ) v ( t ) ,

(50)
(51)

where Du 5 d 2 sat ( d ) and Pi is the solution to the
Lyapunov equation
ATrefiPi 1 PiArefi 5 2 Q,

d 5 dc 1 dnom 1 dad.

(49)

where UT 5 3 u Tx u Td 4 are adaptive parameters that are
adjusted in the adaptive laws given in (50)–(51) and the
linear regressor is v 5 3 xT 1 4 T.
The error e between the state of the plant and that of the
reference model might be the result of several factors,
including parametric uncertainties and the effects of actuator saturation. However, by exploiting explicit knowledge
of the actuator saturation limits, we can calculate the error
eD due to saturation and instead adapt only to the augmented error eu 5 e 2 eD. This approach provides guaranteed stability in the presence of actuator saturation limits
while enforcing a bound on the adaptive parameters U, as
shown in [5]. The adaptive laws are given by
#
U 5 GiProj ( U, 2 veTu PiBpi ) ,
#
L^ 52 GLidiag ( Du ) BTpi Pi eu,

given in (50)–(51) are such that the derivative of the
Lyapunov function is negative definite outside a compact
set. The use of the projection operator in (50) guarantees
stability and robustness [2], [3]. The details of the stability
proof can be found in [30]. The inner-loop control input is a
combination of the inputs from the pilot model dc, the baseline controller dnom, and the adaptive controller dad, that is,

(52)

where Q is a positive-definite matrix. The projection operator Proj ( U, y ) is defined as

(55)

The overall control architecture is shown in Figure 10.

Simulation Results
The first step in the simulation study is to select a sufficient
number of trim points ( Xfi, Ufi ) to cover the commanded
trajectory, which is a path in the space of altitude and speed.
The trim points are distributed uniformly across this path
as shown in Figure 11.
The next step is to simulate the GMS-LS adaptive innerloop controller described in (49)–(55) with the simulated
X-15 model and pilot model in (34). The speed brakes are
engaged as described in (35). The initial conditions for the
simulation are given by ( Xf1, Uf1 ) , that is, the aircraft is initially trimmed at the first trim point.
In the nominal case where no failures are present
( L 5 I3 ) , the aircraft is commanded to track the trajectory
given by (33), and the resulting performance is shown in
Figure 12(a)–(b). Figure 12(c)–(d) shows that the errors are
less than 1% of the maximum in the case of altitude and less
than 3% of the maximum in the case of speed. This level of
performance is similar to that of the reconstructed MH-96
adaptive controller in the case where no failures are present.
This achievement is a testament to the skill of the MH-96
control designers.
However, the performance of the two controllers in the
failure case with 80% loss of control effectiveness in the

Proj ( U, y ) 5

otherwise,
(53)

where f ( U ) is defined columnwise for the jth column as

1
0.5

where Umax is the desired upper bound on U and P . 0 is
the projection tolerance. The adaptive gains at the ith trim
point Gi are selected according to the empirical formula
described in [6].
The structure and formulation of the adaptive laws is
based on Lyapunov stability theory; the adaptive laws
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FIGURE 11 The commanded trajectory in altitude-speed space.
This plot shows the commanded path for the simulated X-15-3
along with labels of the locations of the trim points used for controller design. Ten trim points are used to estimate the evolution of
the parameters.
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FIGURE 12 Tracking performance of the simulated X-15-3 with the gain-scheduled, magnitude-saturation- accommodating, Lyapunovstability-based (GMS-LS) adaptive controller in the nominal case. The altitude error is less than 1% of the maximum altitude achieved.
The speed error is less than 3% of the maximum speed. These plots show that the GMS-LS adaptive controller can stabilize the aircraft
and complete a typical maneuver. The tracking performance of the GMS-LS adaptive controller is comparable to that of the reconstructed MH-96 controller. (a) Altitude, (b) speed, (c) altitude error, and (d) speed error.

right elevon is quite different. Figure 13 shows that not only
does the GMS-LS adaptive controller maintain stability, but
the performance in the failure case is comparable to that of
the nominal case. That is, the desired performance of the
GMS-LS adaptive controller is retained despite the parametric uncertainty. The adaptive controller accomplishes
this level of performance while at or near the actuator limits
for significant periods of time as can be seen in Figure 14.
The observations show that the GMS-LS adaptive controller is more effective than the reconstructed MH-96 at
maintaining stability in spite of this severe actuator uncertainty for this maneuver. To determine whether this robustness is a result of the LQR inner-loop controller or of the
adaptive augmentation, the same simulation is repeated
with adaptation turned off. In this case, the GMS-LS
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adaptive architecture reduces to a gain-scheduled LQR
proportional-integral (PI) controller. With adaptation off,
the aircraft is not able to complete the maneuver successfully in the failure case.
We now investigate how the increased robustness is
related to features of the GMS-LS adaptive controller. We
thus reduce the complexity of the GMS-LS controller in several stages so that, at the final stage, the GMS-LS architecture is equivalent to the reconstructed MH-96 controller.
These intermediate stages bridge the gap between the two
controllers to highlight the features that set the two apart.
At each stage the corresponding closed-loop system is simulated for the failure case demonstrated in figures 6–9, 13,
and 14. The resulting RMS velocity and altitude tracking
errors are calculated from t 5 0 until the simulation is
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FIGURE 13 Tracking performance of the simulated X-15-3 with the gain-scheduled, magnitude-saturation- accommodating, Lyapunovstability-based adaptive controller in the failure case. An 80% loss of control effectiveness is applied to the right elevon at t 5 80 s. However, the adaptive controller maintains stability despite this failure. Moreover, the performance in the failure case is comparable to that of
the nominal case. (a) Altitude, (b) speed, (c) altitude error, and (d) speed error.

stopped or the maneuver is completed. These errors are presented in Table 2.
In stage 1 we eliminate the coupling between various
states by replacing u x in (49) by u xr. The matrix u xr retains
only the entries of u x that correspond to the dominant coupling between the states and control inputs. Figure 15(a)
shows which parameters are removed. The corresponding
entries of the baseline feedback gain matrix Kxi are removed
as well. This parameter removal process is equivalent to
removing adaptive control loops. The resulting controller
no longer has the same stability guarantees as the GMS-LS
adaptive controller.
Since the MH-96 controller does not feed back a, b, and
integral error states, in stage 2 we remove these control
loops from the GMS-LS controller. The associated entries of

u x and Kxi are removed as well, as shown in Figure 15(b). The
total number of adaptive parameters in this stage is three,
which is the same number of parameters as in the MH-96.
In stage 3, the error eu in the adaptive laws (50)–(51) is
changed to e, which corresponds to the case where the
GMS-LS adaptive controller ignores the fact that the actuator
can saturate. For stages 1–3 the GMS-LS adaptive controller
can complete the maneuver successfully, resulting in low
velocity and altitude tracking errors, as shown in Table 2.
In the final stage, the adaptive laws (50)–(51) are replaced
by those of the reconstructed MH-96 given in (32), making
it identical to the reconstructed MH-96 adaptive controller.
As expected, this controller fails as observed in Figure 6. As
an additional test, the reconstructed MH-96 is modified
by adding the saturation-accommodating feature of the
JUNE 2010
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pling, can maintain stability and
complete the maneuver. It
remains to be shown that any
uncertainties that exacerbate this
coupling could result in a diminished robustness and therefore
larger tracking errors.

TABLE 2 Tracking performance in the failure case. The root mean square of the tracking
error is calculated for the gain-scheduled, magnitude-saturation-accommodating,
Lyapunov-stability-based (GMS-LS) adaptive controller with adaptation on (GMSLS) and off [linear quadratic regulator (LQR PI)], several intermediate controllers,
the reconstructed MH-96 controller, and the reconstructed MH-96 controller with the
augmented error modification, denoted MH-96+. The tracking errors are high for the
LQR PI controller, the reconstructed MH-96 controller, and the reconstructed MH-96+
since they all lose stability in the failure case. This table also shows that removing
some adaptive parameters in the failure case can improve tracking performance.

RMS VT error (ft/s)
RMS H error (ft)

GMS-LS
59.6
2785

LQR PI
767
80,180

Stage 1
50.2
1065

Stage 2
50.5
1051

Stage 3
51.3
946.0

GMS-LS adaptive controller. This modification, however, is
insufficient, and the simulated X-15-3 continues to exhibit
the instability and eventual crash, as shown in Table 2 under
the heading MH-961.
The results of this dissection show that i) augmenting the
reconstructed MH-96 controller with the saturation-accommodating feature does not suffice, and ii) the modification
that results in successful completion of the maneuver is the
replacement of the gain update laws. It is interesting to note
that slightly improved tracking performance is obtained
with the simplified versions of the GMS-LS adaptive
controller compared to the performance of the full version.
The reason for the improved performance might be that the
particular failure we examine in this study does not
introduce any unexpected coupling between states. Thus,
the simplified versions, which do not account for this cou-

MH-96
1029
21,860

Control Signals (°)

10
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α
β
p
q
r
pI
rI

0
−5
−10
−15

MH-96
1244
17,469

Simulation results show that a
model of the X-15 aircraft and the
MH-96 controller performs satisfactorily under nominal conditions. However, when subjected to a severe disturbance, the
system fails, displaying much of the anomalous behavior
observed during the crash of the X-15-3 in 1967. When the
reconstructed MH-96 controller is replaced by the GMS-LS
adaptive controller, the simulated X-15-3 not only achieves
high performance in the nominal case but also exhibits
increased robustness to uncertainties. Indeed, when subjected to the same failure, the GMS-LS adaptive controller
maintains both stability and much of its performance, completing the simulated maneuver safely. The main feature of
the GMS-LS adaptive controller that contributes to this dramatic difference appears to be its Lyapunov-stability-based
adaptive law for adjusting the control parameters.
It is certainly possible that, under an alternative set of
flight conditions, one or more of the effects not included in
the model might become significant. In such a case, a
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FIGURE 14 Control inputs for the maneuver in Figure 13. Note that
while the left actuator’s limit is at the nominal value of 630°, the
right actuator’s limit is actually 66° due to the 80% loss of control
effectiveness. The small oscillations between t 5120 s and
t 5 140 s correspond to the commanded wing-rocking procedure.
The gain-scheduled, magnitude-saturation- accommodating,
Lyapunov-stability-based (GMS-LS) adaptive controller does not
ask for more control authority than the reconstructed MH-96 controller but rather uses the available control authority more effectively. The GMS-LS adaptive controller thus maintains stability
near the saturation limits.
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CONCLUSIONS
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FIGURE 15 Adaptive parameters in (a) stage 1 and (b) stage 2. Here
the 3 in the i th row and j th column represents adaptive parameters
that are dropped, removing the control loop from the i th state to the
j th control input, whereas u ij represents parameters that are kept in
each stage. Removing the adaptive parameters shown from the
gain-scheduled, magnitude-saturation-accommodating, Lyapunovstability-based (GMS-LS) adaptive controller make it more similar to
the MH-96 controller. Neither stage 1 nor stage 2 have the same
stability guarantees as the GMS-LS adaptive controller. In stage 2,
the controller no longer feeds back a and b measurements from the
spherical flow-direction sensor. When the number of adaptive parameters is reduced to three, the same number as the MH-96 controller,
the GMS-LS adaptive controller maintains stability in the presence of
an 80% unmodeled actuator perturbation.

controller that explicitly accommodates and compensates
for these effects would be the controller of choice. As performance limits of flight control expand, the complexities
of the underlying model must also increase, necessitating
corresponding advances in Lyapunov-stability-based controller designs. Adaptive controllers that accommodate
hysteresis such as those in [31] might be needed in such a
case. Nonlinear and difficult-to-model aerodynamic effects such as those due to unsteady flow at the shear layer,
vortex shedding, hypersonic shock, or turbulence might
require neural network-based adaptive control, which
attempts to learn the nature of these unknowns [32]–[34].
Additional uncertain effects due to rate saturation, abrupt
pilot inputs, and other unmeasurable mechanisms are yet
to be explored and are currently active topics of research.
It is possible that the methods outlined in [31]–[35] are
able to mitigate more known and unknown unknowns.
However, all of these approaches are distinct from the
MH-96 in that the latter was based on an extrapolation of
linear design principles and not grounded in nonlinear
stability theory.
The MH-96 adaptive flight control system is an elegant design that accomplished its goal of enforcing performance across all flight conditions. Furthermore,
the MH-96 showed that a satisfactory adaptive control
system could be designed without having accurate a
priori information about the aircraft aerodynamics, and,
consequently, aircraft configuration changes could be
easily accounted for [40]. However, the MH-96 lacked an
analytically based proof of stability, which was highlighted by the fatal crash in 1967. After four decades, the
theoretical ground work for applying adaptive control
has now made it possible to design adaptive controllers
that offer high performance as well as stability guarantees in the presence of uncertainties.
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